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6. A Practice Case – Trans-sectoral stakeholder collaboration 

Case study: PRISMA – a business-led multistakeholder project  

Switzerland faces an interesting challenge with regard to its current household and consumer product 

waste. While Switzerland is considered good at recycling, not all materials are indeed collected for 

recycling. Particularly, the growing amount and diversity of plastic waste is of major concern. 

Furthermore, food and beverage producers are keen to have access to the recycled raw materials such 

that they can package their goods in recyclable and ideally also in recycled packaging. The producer 

initiative PRISMA (www.PRISMA-Innovation.ch) was launched to resolve the existing and increasingly 

outdated household waste collection system in Switzerland. In the past, a high rate of recyclability 

was the definition of success in consumer waste treatment; in the day and age of circular economy 

thinking, recycling and incineration are the last resort.  

The current household waste system in Switzerland is organized by material fraction. Paper and 

carton, PET bottles, tin plate and aluminum cans, glass containers, and increasingly the wet organic 

and food waste are collected from homes by separate independent organizations. All waste that is not 

collected through such an independent organization belongs lawfully to the cantons, which usually 

delegates this responsibility to their municipalities. Such waste is often used as fuel for district heating 

solutions. The material fractions are collected by separate national organizations, which have formed 

a Swiss Recycling Association as their common communication and lobbying platform. The huge 

increase in different types of plastic waste in the past years causes a serious challenge to the system. 

It is unclear who should be in charge of collecting, separating, and recycling the different types of 

plastic waste. Should there be new material fractions? Or should the retailer collect the growing range 

of plastic at the point of sale? And what about the increasing waste generated in the public space with 

the huge increase in food and drinks consumed on the go? While Swiss regulations are slow, the 

European Commission has announced a number of directives ranging from a ban of certain single-use 

plastic items to legislation that demands all plastic to be recyclable. There is growing consumer 

pressure too. Sensitized to the problem of plastic waste pollution in our oceans, consumers expect 

food producers to package their goods in either recyclable or recycled materials. The producers' 

current demand for granular plastic to produce recycled packaging items by far outpaces the supply 

of such raw material.  
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Food and food packaging producers, often operating across Europe and needing to comply with the 

stricter European norms, are highly interested in finding solutions that work universally. A few 

important pioneers launched the PRISMA Initiative in 2018. By 2021, PRISMA was in intense 

negotiations with the existing umbrella organization of the various independent Swiss recyclers. These 

discussions are made of the same stuff as polarized conflicts. There are indeed two different realities 

facing one another: the current system and the ideal future vision. The representatives of the current 

system fear that they will lose out. The PRISMA pioneers wanted a solution for a current problem. The 

two worlds could not be more different.  

Once it became clear that the new vision would not go away, the representatives of the existing 

system decided to embrace the situation and to lead a process that would expand the capacity of the 

current reality. This decision was the attempt of existing players to actively shape their future.  

Representatives of PRISMA are a part of that project and propose a more current governance system 

that seeks to balance the decision-making power among current and future players. In parallel, the 

threat of a legislative solution continues as an important driver for the project. It ensures that the 

pressure remains high for all involved players to find a workable solution.  The threat of a legislative 

solution contains a transformative element: Either the current system reinvents itself or a new 

legislation will dictate the terms of the reinvention.  

Case analysis  

This case study offers insight into a multistakeholder process that involves business across a sector as 

well as government. It highlights key enabling conditions that make such a process possible. The case 

study also shows how an apparently smooth process of envisioning a new, better approach to a 

societal issue—consumer waste management—can become complex.  

The PRISMA vision served as a counterweight to a strong existing market reality. PRISMA members 

consisted of people with a sense of unity that brought an important counter weight to this polarized 

situation. Simone Alabor was at the heart of the initial core group that had PRISMA launched. When 

they selected the initial group of pioneers, they searched for the right kinds of individuals rather than 

representatives of important organizations. These individuals needed to have an interest for a 

strategic vision rather than a particular party interest. Instead of experts who would build solutions 

based on the status quo, PRISMA invited people who knew the context or industry, and who had an 
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ability to observe it rather than being in it. The initial core group understood that it was important 

that the participants of the initiative would pay a significant annual fee, which would finance the 

innovation process. An organization that would dedicate a large amount of money would need to have 

a certain strategic interest in the project.  

 

Once the initial vision was clear, the core group of participants focused on strengthening the core 

team with big corporate players, as these represented important levers of change. Continuously 

introducing new participating members to the initiative came with the particular challenge of having 

to bring such new players along to embrace the previously established vision and work. This approach 

was followed to avoid having to start all over with every new member joining and required a certain 

skill when facilitating the innovation session. As their facilitator, I had experience in this challenge.23 

Simone Alabor helped summarize the key challenges we had to address. These key challenges included 

the following: the strength not to compromise the larger vision, the ability to deal with and live with 

frustration, and the ability to deal with those who are unable to see the bigger picture and to let them 

progress in their own time while soliciting support from top management of the various key 

organizations that we had to onboard. There is a significant difference in culture between an emerging 

new structure fueled by pioneers compared to a well-established structure representing the current 

system. PRISMA operated innovatively and democratically, while the existing system operated with 

an internal decision-making process that was highly traditional, hierarchical, and protective. Simone 

Alabor pointed out that it is important to know where your red lines are and also to know where and 

when to budge. To her, that which will win is that which works along the market rules of efficiency. 

Ultimately, the better concept will win.  

Initiatives such as PRISMA work well in a market where cooperation has not worked. PRISMA has 

provided such a strong alternative to an existing unwavering reality that the current players are being 

forced to recognize that there is an alternative reality even if they do not like it. Once the new system 

was ready to be implemented, representatives of the existing system blocked any further progress. 

The parties involved found themselves in the midst of a polarized conflict. This was visible in the 

emerging power play of the existing players and the growing new market forces. For the existing 

players, there was so much at stake. Their ongoing lobbying efforts resulted in a lock-in effect that 

would hamper any progress. And yet, the new reality was critical to shift the existing system and 

thinking. A polarization was essential to create a tipping point—and this is where learning to work 
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through polarized conflicts becomes relevant for multistakeholder processes that address societal 

issues.  

Polarization is not all bad; it may be needed to stretch a current reality to such an extent that its 

worldview cracks and maybe crumbles. What is important is to find means to bridge the two opposing 

realities to create not only a dialogue but indeed a common agreement that a new, better solution is 

necessary. For PRISMA, this meant also learning to let go, to a necessary degree, of its ideal vision and 

to work along with the existing players on a transition solution that would bridge the two worlds. A 

nearly year-long process among the top representatives of both systems ensured that it was possible 

to create a human connection between them and that a conversation was possible. Anybody could at 

any time pick up the phone and talk to the other side.  

Case learnings  

What we can learn from the PRISMA Collaboratory is that there are means one can apply pressure to 

the system in the right places and at the right time to create change. We have studied the pre-

conditions in Chapter 2.1. In a polarized world where it is hardly possible to talk with people who hold 

different opinions, it is refreshing to witness how an innovative co-creation process can contribute to 

a change of thinking in a previously inflexible system. It is about creating a counter balance by 

assembling an important pool of influence and power. Yet, as the case also illustrates, creating an 

ideal vision among pioneers does not mean the vision can easily be implemented in an existing reality. 

This is where the challenge of overcoming polarized conflict emerges.  

I asked Simone Alabor, the initiator, to reflect on what is required of an initiator to lead such a project. 

The amazing thing about her was her unwavering energy and drive to disrupt an unhealthy power 

structure in favor of better, more sustainable and just solutions. She suggested that a potential 

initiator of a cross-sector project should have a future-oriented stance and be very committed to the 

cause so as not to waver from the original vision when conflicts arise. A core competency of such an 

initiator includes the capacity to be both open and flexible in her or his thinking. This is of central 

importance when having to integrate new ideas in an ongoing process of an emergent solution. Such 

a competency requires a high degree of resilience and a capacity to overcome classic conflicts with 

ease. This includes outstanding communication skills. In situations of conflict, it also requires the talent 

to talk with different people who have very different perspectives. Simone Alabor suggested that the 
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intellectual capacity to switch from a macro-level to a micro-level and to know how the other person 

viewed the system is essential. She is someone who is incredibly fast in her thinking, which has helped 

reframe situations that might otherwise have resulted in conflicts.  

Part of the success of creating a powerful vision was the innovation approach we had selected. We 

used Otto Scharmer’s Theory U process that involved co-creating an ideal future. We started with the 

future and from there figured out how to create solutions in the present. This approach taught us that 

we needed to operate on two distinctly different levels. The meta-level was about preparing the 

ground for a revolutionary new industry agreement; the micro-level was about show-casing how 

innovative solutions in the various critical aspects of waste collection, separation, recycling, 

production, and sale could indeed solve the many challenges we had to overcome to create that ideal 

future vision.  

Co-creation involved a process of securing consensus among an ever-growing group. We had the 

chance of having an extraordinary core group. Their ability to critically reflect on objectives and results 

in the context of a fast-changing market dynamic during innovation sessions brought an amazing 

degree of authentic urgency to the meetings, which helped draw new members in. There was a real 

and honest effort to keep figuring out what was most needed irrespective of what had been planned, 

and that turned these innovation meetings into extremely lively and real high-relevance sessions.  

The key challenge for the PRISMA representatives and the representatives of the existing system was 

in agreeing on a higher shared vision. While they did connect on a human basis, they still used 

predominantly transactional arguments to try and advance toward a solution. This is when we 

discovered that polarized conflicts differ in more than one respect from classic conflicts. It will take 

more than a shared interest to find a solution. It will take an agreement on a solution that lies above 

and beyond the understanding of both sides. The existing system needs to understand the time has 

come to embrace a new era, and the PRISMA representatives will need to acknowledge that their ideal 

vision needs to be adapted to the less ideal reality of existing structures, regulations, and manners of 

doing business that fall short of what ideally would make most sense. The involved parties are in the 

process of accomplishing this shift from seeking purely transactional win-win solutions among parties 

present to a transformational solution. They start envisioning benefits far greater than serving only 

those parties present, such as creating a circular resource system that will keep all packaging material 

in the loop instead of being burned. Once this shift is completed, the new Swiss consumer packaging 

circularity will serve as a truly transformational solution to which all required parties contributed. At 

the time of writing, not all players are there yet, with those blocking the progress still preferring 
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transactional solutions highlighting the need to bring all critical players to agree on the shared higher 

vision.  

 
23  Muff, K. (2018): Five Superpowers for Co-creators. Routledge. Accessible on www.5superpowers.org  


